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NEW QUESTION: 1
Hard disks can be divided into mechanical hard disks, solid
state hard disks and hybrid hard disks according to storage
media. The storage media of solid state hard disks is.
A. integrated circuit
B. magnetic head
C. Disk
D. FLASH chip
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
The following code from a sample gateway.json file shows the
configuration for a web checkout payment gateway extension
without the transaction types filled in:
What three of the valid transaction types for the generic
payment method are needed for web checkout using redirect?
(Choose three.)
A. initiate
B. authorization
C. retrieve
D. void
E. refund
Answer: B,D,E
Explanation:
Reference:
s1602overviewofwebcheckoutsysteminteg01.html

NEW QUESTION: 3
A file in PCM WAV format is uploaded into Cisco Unified
Communications Manager to be used as MoH.
Which four codecs are used in files that are generated by Cisco
Unified Communications Manager?
(Choose four.)
A. G.729A
B. G.728
C. G.711 mu-law
D. iLBC
E. G.723
F. Cisco wideband
G. G.711 a-law
H. G.722

Answer: A,C,F,G
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